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Rough Shooting
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Moose 
hunting 
Classic moose-call hunting 

with a birch-bark horn – in 

search of the biggest moose 

in Sweden’s far north.

The Ulkeröd Estate offers a exciting mix of bird 

shooting! Join Chevalier at Rough Shooting – 

at its best with elite spaniels. Setter
A new premium range 

with a three-layer Chevalite 

membrane for virtually any 

conditions.



In 1950 we had a vision to combine an active life close to nature 

with style and innovative functions. A vision without compromise. 

Where quality, courage and earnestness seeped through every 

choice we made, every seam, every design. To this day Chevalier is 

characterized by the same ambition - to create opportunities for a 

life closer to nature. We are here for all those moments where well 

crafted solutions make all the difference. For all those situations 

where the forces of nature shouldn’t interfere with your focus. 

For all those occasions when being well dressed strengthens your 

confidence.

WELCOME TO CHEVALIER
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OUTLAND ACTION PANT

Year-round trousers for rough terrain and tough conditions. Made from the 
same materials as the jacket. A snug fit with articulated knees guarantees 
maximum suppleness and freedom of movement. Gore-Tex® laminated 
inside the brushed microfiber outer fabric. Many practical pockets and 
reinforcement at the knees and ankles. Extra high back. Adjustable 
fastening at ankles.

2786G | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-62 / 148-156 / D96-D120

Outland Action is our most technically advanced outfit 
whether hunting on the move or from a stand.

OUTLAND PRO ACTION COAT

We have recently given Outland a major upgrade. The jacket keeps you 
warm and dry even in the most extreme conditions, whether in a storm, 
torrential rain or hard at work. A supple uninsulated garment, with a Gore-
Tex® laminated outer material made of soft, silent brushed microfiber. Mesh 
lining for optimum ventilation and low weight. Suspenders in jacket. Base 
pockets with cartridge holders, hookable pocket flaps for quick loading. 
Handwarmer pockets, radio pocket, spacious back pocket, GPS pocket, 
phone pocket, Napoleon pocket and inside pockets. Zippers under the 
sleeves for ventilation.. Elastic Gore-Tex® on the sides and around the 
sleeves. Built-in buffer zone to stop water travelling upwards on the inside 
of the jacket. Hood available as an optional accessory. 

3831G | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-4XL
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PRO WOOD ACTION GTX COAT

A medium-length all-round jacket, ideal for stationary shooting and more 
mobile activity. The brushed microfiber outer fabric is quiet, light and strong. 
The Gore-Tex® membrane laminated on the inner lining keeps you dry. Many 
pockets for storage: double radio pockets, GPC pocket, Napoleon pocket, 
back pocket and hardwarmer pockets with soft fleece on the inside. Button-
on signal strap and detachable hood included. Two-way zipper and two 
spacious glove pockets inside the technologically designed Gore-Tex® lining. 
Reinforcements on the slightly contrasting articulated elbows, and quiet 
buttons throughout.

PRO WOOD ACTION GTX PANT

Quiet, strong, light trousers in brushed microfiber, and a Gore-Tex® membrane 
laminated on the inner lining to keep you dry. Ankle drawcord and zipper to 
adjust the length and width, as well as a boot-hook. Elastic waist, drop tail 
and buttons for suspenders. Two leg pockets, one a double with a zipper for 
e.g. a smartphone. The leg pockets have a back pleat for when extra space is 
needed. Articulated knees and ventilation at the thigh, with a smart design 
that prevents water from getting in.

3211G | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL

3212G | Ladies 36-46 / Men 46-62

Quiet, light, soft, and wind and water resistant – that’s 
the technically smart Pro Wood.





ROUGH
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Rough – a hardwearing dog handler’s 
outfit for tough, fun, high-action hunting.

ROUGH GTX PANT 2.0

An optimized version of our hardwearing dog handler’s trousers. A favorite 
thanks to the good fit, durability, and relatively low weight. Waterproof 
with a light mesh lining, and now also a water-resistant zipper at the ankle 
for easy width adjustment. Sturdy reinforcements on the front of the legs 
and strong yet light outer fabric at the top and on the back. A snug fit with 
articulated knees maximizes suppleness and freedom of movement. Elastic 
waist and many handy pockets, including a GPS pocket.

3685G | Ladies 34-46 / Men 46-62 / D96-D120

ROUGH GTX COAT

The ideal dog handler’s jacket that can take a beating! Hardwearing 
brushed, reinforced polyamide outer fabric with waterproof Gore-Tex® liner 
and mesh lining. Two expandable pleated pockets with cartridge holders 
and two useful base pockets behind for GPS and a phone.  Handwarmer 
pockets. Double radio pockets, back pocket, and inside pocket. A two-way 
zipper and drawcords at the waist and hem. Hood available as an accessory.

3681G | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL
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PROTECT GTX PANT

Very hardwearing trousers with various layers of Kevlar thread woven into 
the fabric, reducing the risk of stabbing and biting injuries from rushing boar. 
Lighter and more supple than many other similar products. This waterproof 
Gore-Tex® trouser with a mesh lining is ideal for dog handlers. The trousers 
have sturdy reinforcements on the front of the legs, and strong yet lighter 
outer fabric on the back and at the top. A snug fit with articulated knees 
guarantees maximum suppleness and freedom of movement. The trousers 
have an elastic waist and plenty of handy pockets, including a GPS pocket. 
Fastening with ankle straps.

3687G | Ladies 36-44 / Men 48-58 / D96-116

ROUGH LIGHT PANT

Rough Light Pant is an advanced, supple, lightweight trouser made of poly-
amide. Optimum fit and freedom of movement, as well as articulated knees 
for maximum flexibility. Many useful pockets, including spacious front pock-
ets and a phone pocket. Elastic waist with buttons for suspenders, as well as 
elastic ankles with boot hooks.

1020027-60 | 46-62 / D96-D120

Rough Light Pant is a lightweight newcomer 
for intensive hunts early in the season.



PACLITE
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PACLITE® RETRIEVER PANT

Gore-Tex® Paclite® Retriever. A highly advanced shell garment with stretch 
panels on the knees and back section for maximum freedom of movement. 
Soft mesh lining for minimum weight and optimum breathability. Excellent 
ventilation thanks to zippers along the thighs. The trousers feature a 
multitude of pockets and extra reinforcement at the ankles. They also have 
smart ankle closures with zippers, combined with an elastic pleat for boots 
and rubber boots.

5166G | 46-62 

Paclite, the grouse shooter’s dream!
The optimum outfit for active hunting.

PACLITE® RETRIEVER COAT WITH MESH

Gore-Tex® Paclite® Retriever is an advanced jacket that is light yet soft and 
silent. A shell garment with a flexible mesh lining and stretch panels at the 
elbows and back for optimum freedom of movement. The breathability 
is exceptional. Warmth is assured by properly layering your clothes 
underneath. Needless to say, the jacket is completely wind and waterproof. 
Detachable hood included. Radio pocket, side pockets and adjustable 
cuffs. Ventilation zippers under the sleeves. The ideal hunting outfit for 
active hunters and dog handlers.

5164G | S-3XL
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Setter with three-layer Chevalite membrane – maximum 
breathability and extreme waterproofing. A new 
product ideal for both forest and mountain.

SETTER CHEVALITE PRO 3L ANORAK

A highly advanced, slightly longer anorak with a three-layer Chevalite 
membrane offering unsurpassed windproof and waterproof protection 
from all the elements Soft, silent brushed microfiber outer fabric and 
a flexible, super-light inner lining. Side zippers for maximum ventilation. 
Adjustable at the waist and cuff. Two radio pockets and large front pockets. 
Smart, adjustable technical hood included.

1010146-60 | XXS-4XL

SETTER CHEVALITE PRO 3L COAT

A smart, short jacket for active hunting, with a three-layer Chevalite 
membrane offering unsurpassed windproof and waterproof protection 
from all the elements. Soft, silent brushed microfiber outer fabric and a 
flexible, super-light inner lining. Side zippers for maximum ventilation. 
Adjustable at the waist and cuff. Two radio pockets, large front pockets 
and an inside pocket with mesh lining. Smart, adjustable technical hood 
included.

1010148-60 | S-4XL
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Setter Pro is a very popular outfit, ideal 
for stationary shooters and dog handlers 
when the weather turns colder.

SETTER PRO COAT

An all-round microfiber jacket with a waterproof Chevalite membrane. 
Lightly lined for warmth with Primaloft®, with zippers under the arms 
for optimum ventilation. The jacket has handwarmer pockets, spacious 
magnetic lock base pockets, a radio pocket, GPS pocket, Napoleon pocket 
and back pocket. Waist and hem drawcords. Articulated elbows with 
adjustable cuffs.

3941G | S-5XL

SETTER PRO PANT W VENTILATION

Smart ankle zippers make putting on footwear easier. A laminated water 
barrier with Chevalite, excellent ventilation thanks to zippers along the 
thighs. The trousers have two leg pockets, two side pockets, a back pocket 
and a magnetic lock phone pocket. Articulated knees and adjustable 
ankles, with a hook for attaching to footwear.
 

3946G | 48-60
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Ultra lightweight Pointer Pro is designed for 
active hunting in the forest or mountains.

POINTER PRO PANT WITH VENTILATION

Light, supple trousers thanks to the stretch details. Laminated Chevalite 
water barrier, soft mesh lining for minimum weight and optimum 
breathability. Excellent ventilation thanks to zippers along the thighs. 
The trousers have two leg pockets, two side pockets, a back pocket and 
a magnetic lock phone pocket. Articulated knees and adjustable ankles. 
Stretch panels over the knees and at the back.

3963G | Ladies 36-46 / Men 48-62 / D96-D116

POINTER PRO COAT

This ultra lightweight jacket is made from the quietest material, with a 
waterproof Chevalite membrane laminated directly inside the outer fabric. 
A jacket for deer-hunting, grouse shooting, stalking or for dog handlers. 
Many useful pockets and adjustable cuffs. A two-way zipper and drawcords 
at the waist and hem. Ventilation zippers under the sleeves.

3960G | Ladies 34-46 / Men XS-4XL
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Pointer Coat is light, quiet and supple, 
making it ideal for active hunting.
Pointer Padded is warm, quiet and 
waterproof, a stationary hunter’s dream.

POINTER PADDED COAT

A slightly longer, warmth-lined jacket for the colder season, ideal for the 
posted shooter. It is made from the quietest outer fabric, with a waterproof 
Chevalite membrane laminated directly inside. Also insulated with 
Primaloft® for the best thermal comfort. Spacious outside pockets with 
magnetic locks, handwarmer pockets, radio pocket and inside pocket. 
Waist and hem drawcords, adjustable cuffs. Detachable hood included.

3965G | XS-4XL

POINTER COAT

This ultra lightweight jacket is made from the quietest fleece, with a 
waterproof Chevalite membrane laminated directly inside the outer fabric. 
A jacket for deer-hunting, grouse shooting, stalking or for dog handlers. 
Back pocket, two radio pockets so you can decide where to put your 
radio, an added benefit for left-handed shooters. All the pockets have 
waterproof zippers, including the two lower ones. Ventilation under the 
arms. Adjustable cuffs and hem.

3953G  | XS-3XL

POINTER PADDED PANT

A warmer padded trouser with Primaloft® for the colder season. Quiet 
outer fabric with laminated Chevalite water barrier. Pointer trousers have 
two leg pockets, two side pockets and a back pocket. Elastic waist with 
raised back section. Reinforcements at the knee and ankle. Adjustable at 
the ankle.

3966G | 48-62
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A grown-up hunting outfit 
for the junior outdoor enthusiast.

POINTER JR CAMO COAT

A junior jacket in our 3D Camo, suitable for most hunting situations. This 
light, quiet jacket has a waterproof Chevalite membrane laminated directly 
inside the outer fabric. Radio pocket and spacious base pockets. Adjustable 
cuffs and hem.

9103C |  122, 128, 134, 140, 146, 152, 158

POINTER JR CAMO PANT

Professional junior trousers in our 3D Camo, the quietest outer fabric with 
laminated Chevalite water barrier. Elastic waist. Reinforcements at the knee 
and ankle. Adjustable at the ankle.

9104C  | Storlek: 122, 128, 134, 140, 146, 152, 158



BUSHLAND
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Bushland – a virtually soundless range with 
incredible comfort. The new PL Coat is the 
optimum jacket for the stand.

BUSHLAND CHEVALITE PANT

Supple, comfortable trousers in the same fine, light, quiet material as 
the coat. Laminated membrane. Elastic, higher back, articulated knees, 
and stretch fabric at the back all optimize the fit and comfort. Spacious 
leg pockets with a silent magnetic lock, also a -zippered exterior pocket. 
Buttons for suspenders and elastic ankles with zippers and boot-hooks.

3986G | Ladies 34-46 / Men 46-62

BUSHLAND CHEVALITE COAT

A longer, stylishly designed jacket for stationary shooters in battue, or for 
duck and pheasant shooting. Laminated outer fabric, wind and waterproof. 
A light garment, and the special sleeve insertion gives you optimum 
mobility for wingshooting. A discreet radio pocket with a vertical opening, 
fleece-lined handwarmer pockets, and spacious base pockets with flaps. 
Detachable, adjustable hood included

3985G | Ladies 34-46 / Men S-4XL
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Bushland Shooting Coat. 
The complete shooting coat 
for range and terrain.

BUSHLAND CHEVALITE SHOOTING COAT

A superb hunting and shooting coat, ideal for early season shoots and 
clay shooting. A very light, supple, comfortable jacket with a Chevalite 
membrane, to keep you dry wherever you are. Deep ammunition pockets 
with pleats to hold plenty of ammo. Articulated arms for the best fit and 
swing. Large game pocket on the back offering extra space for quarry or 
that extra layer.

1010021-60 | Ladies 34-46 / Men S-4XL

WATERFOWL CHEVALITE PL COAT

Perfect for stationary shooters in battue or for duck and pheasant shooting. 
Laminated outer fabric, wind and waterproof. The sleeve insertion allows 
optimum freedom of movement for wingshooting. Discreet herringbone 
pattern in sand color. Primaloft® warmth lining and elastic cuffs keep you 
warm the whole hunt. A discreet radio pocket, fleece-lined handwarmer 
pockets, and spacious base pockets with flaps that can simply be buttoned 
open. Detachable, adjustable hood included.
 

3981B | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL

BUSHLAND CHEVALITE PL COAT

The ideal jacket for slightly colder days out hunting. Longer, with a warming 
Primaloft® lining, the optimum jacket for the stand with its quiet fabric. A 
very light, supple, comfortable jacket with a Chevalite membrane, to keep 
you dry in all weather conditions. Handwarmer pockets, spacious front 
pockets and a radio pocket. The jacket has an adjustable waist, drop tail 
and waterproof zippers.

1010019-60 | Ladies 34-46 / Men S-4XL



SHOOTING COAT

WATERFOWL



ENDEAVOR
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ENDEAVOR

Endeavor is a success. 
The anorak is ground-breaking 
with its diagonal zipper.

ENDEAVOR CHEVALITE ANORAK

A new type of anorak with a diagonal zipper so you don’t have to slip it 
on over your head. The two-way zipper also undoes from the bottom, so 
you can let in air during intense physical activity. Needless to say it has 
a large, spacious front pocket for all kinds of accessories. Handwarmer 
pockets from the sides, breast pocket, radio pocket, back pocket and 
sleeve pocket. Adjustable hood, waist and cuffs. An anorak that already 
has many delighted users.

1010150-60 | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL

ENDEAVOR PRO CHEVALITE PANT

Robust trousers with flexible stretch panels at the back for the best 
freedom of movement. Waterproof Chevalite membrane, venting zippers 
along the sides for optimum ventilation. Spacious magnetic lock pockets, 
two side pockets, back pocket and GPS pocket. Elastic waist with raised 
back section. Articulated knees and adjustable ankles. Suspender buttons.

1020183-60 | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-58 / D96-D116
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Venture Wingshooter is insulated with 
Primaloft  for the best thermal comfort.

VENTURE WINGSHOOTER COAT

A truly great hunting jacket with a waterproof Chevalite membrane. 
Robust, hardwearing outer fabric. Insulated with Primaloft® for the best 
thermal comfort. Spacious base pockets with folding flaps. Handwarmer 
pockets with fleece, radio pocket, Napoleon pocket and inside pocket. 
Two-way zipper. Adjustable hem, articulated sleeves for optimum freedom 
of movement and adjustable cuffs with elastic cuffs. Detachable hood 
included.

3932G | S-3XL

VENTURE COAT

A robust jacket with a waterproof Chevalite membrane. Mesh lining and 
zippers under the arms for optimum ventilation. Stretch in the sides, 
spacious outside pockets with magnetic locks, handwarmer pockets, 
back pocket, GPS pocket, radio pocket and inside pocket. Waist and hem 
drawcords, adjustable cuffs. A jacket for active hunting that will really make 
a mark.

3931G | S-3XL

® 
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Dog Handler – for the toughest demands 
on durability and tear resistance.

DOG HANDLER CHEVALITE COAT

A medium-length jacket in thick, tough Cordura/cotton fabric with our own 
effective Chevalite waterproof membrane. This is the ultimate dog handler’s 
garment for the toughest demands on durability and tear resistance. Large, 
practical waist and chest pockets, as well as a radio pocket, GPS pocket 
and back pocket. Quiet, fast-closing magnetic locks on the waist pockets. 
The waist pockets also have metal eyelets for easy feeding-out of flagging 
tape when e.g. tracking a wounded animal. Detachable, adjustable hood 
included. A truly durable, purpose-built range.

3971G | S-4XL

DOG HANDLER CHEVALITE PANT

Durable dog handler’s trousers that keep you dry. Side pockets, and also 
large leg pockets with quiet, fast-closing magnetic locks; one of them has 
an exterior zippered pocket, the other has a metal eyelet for easy feeding-
out of flagging tape when e.g. tracking a wounded animal. The ankles have 
boot-hooks, drawcords and zippers for simple adjustment of length and 
width. Elastic waist, buttons for suspenders and a higher back. Stretch 
fabric at the back and articulated knees for maximum mobility. The thigh 
vents have a smart design that effectively prevents water getting in. Mesh 
lining for good breathability.

3972G | 46-62
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Warwick is a stylish, insulated outfit 
that’s ideal for hunting from a stand.

WARWICK CLASSIC COAT W HOOD

A warm all-round microfiber jacket with a waterproof Chevalite membrane. 
Lined for warmth with Primaloft®, it has handwarmer pockets, spacious 
magnetic lock base pockets, a radio pocket and a back pocket. Waist and 
hem drawcords. Detachable, adjustable hood with a small shade.

3691G | S-4XL

WARWICK PANT

Classic waterproof trousers of the quietest microfiber with a Chevalite 
membrane. Leg pockets, front pockets and a back pocket. Adjustable at 
the ankle. Raised elastic waist with suspender buttons.

3696G | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-64
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X-warm is our warmest outfit, ideal for 
hunting from a hide or on really cold stands.

X-WARM PRIMALOFT® COAT

A classic insulated jacket. Longer than normal. Warmer than normal. Silent 
brushed microfiber outer fabric. Chevalite Liner wind and rain barrier. 
Strong Primaloft® warmth filling makes long, cold, motionless days and 
nights bearable. Many spacious pockets, the outside ones have magnetic 
locks. Detachable hood included.

3652G | XS-4XL

X–WARM PRIMALOFT® BIBS

The ideal bib trousers for hide hunting, higher at the back. The quietest 
microfiber outer fabric. Chevalite Liner wind and rain barrier. Primaloft® 
insulation. Long zippers on the outside of the legs make them easier to put 
on and take off.

3659G | XS-4XL
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Loden, a classic fabric for hunting. 
Warm, flexible and absolutely silent.

LODEN SHORT COAT

Silent, soft, warm and flexible are the first words that come to mind when 
you try this jacket in its natural setting. A classic loden coat is a great 
hunting garment, and this one has fleece-lined handwarmer pockets, radio 
pockets, inside pockets, adjustable cuffs and a warm mesh-lined hood for 
when the cold sets in.

1010028-70 | S-3XL

LODEN PANT

Loden trousers for completely silent stalking. Articulated knees and stretch 
fabric on the rear provide optimum freedom of movement. Two large side 
pockets with zippers, front pocket, side pockets, back pocket, adjustable 
waist and ankles.

1020025-70 | 48-56



LODEN
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Windblockers keep the wind out 
and make sure you stay warm.

HURRICANE WS COAT

A very supple, quiet windproof fleece jacket with Windstopper® membrane 
from Gore®, with a two-way zipper and many handy pockets including a 
back pocket, radio pockets and GPS pocket. Comfortable elastic cuffs with 
thumbholes.

4280G |  XS-4XL

NAVSTE WS PANT

Ultra-light, supple, windproof Gore Windstopper® makes these comfortable 
trousers to wear in field and forest. Elastic waist, belt loops and stretch 
fabric. Standard side pockets and a back pocket, as well as double exterior 
leg pockets with ventilation. Windproof zippers for ankle adjustment. 
Flexible trousers with nice, soft flannel on the inside.

4262G | Ladies 36-44 / Men 48-56

NAVSTE WS COAT

Ultra-light, windproof, supple Gore Windstopper® for mobile hunting 
and other active outdoor pursuits. A quiet, flexible technical jacket. 
Comfortable elastic cuffs with thumb-grips and underarm vents regulate 
the temperature to your degree of activity. Radio pocket, GPS pocket and 
zippered side pockets. A close-fitting, extremely supple jacket with nice, 
soft flannel on the inside.

4261G | Ladies 36-44 / Men XS-4XL



WINDBLOCKERS



PIXEL CAMO
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Pixel Camo – when you 
need to blend in.

PIXEL CAMO REVERSIBLE WINDBLOCKER COAT

A reversible Windblocker with pixel camo, which helps you blend in 
perfectly with the natural surroundings. Bright orange on the reverse side, 
two-way zipper and many handy pockets including a back pocket and GPS 
pocket. Comfortable elastic cuffs with thumbholes. Also available with 
green reverse side.

4296HV / 4296C | Ladies 4296HV 36-44 / S-3XL

PIXEL CAMO WINDBLOCKER PANT

Windblocker trousers with pixel camo, which helps you blend in perfectly 
with the natural surroundings. Silent and supple, side pockets, leg pockets 
and adjustable width at ankle.

4295C | 46-58

PIXEL CAMO WINDBLOCKER COAT

Windblocker jacket with pixel camo, which helps you blend in perfectly 
with the natural surroundings. It has a two-way zipper and many handy 
pockets including a back pocket and GPS pocket. Comfortable elastic cuffs 
with thumbholes.

4292C | S-3XL

PIXEL CAMO REVERSIBLE WINDBLOCKER VEST

Windblocker vest with pixel camo on one side to blend in perfectly with the 
natural surroundings, and bright orange on the reverse. Two-way zipper 
and many handy pockets including a back pocket and GPS pocket.

4294HV / 4294C | S-3XL
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ELLESMERE WINDBLOCKER COAT

A Windblocker with a soft, quiet wool outer layer with a laminated 
windproof membrane. The inside is warm, comfortable fleece, making it a 
perfect combination against the wind and cold. Two spacious front pockets 
and a breast pocket with zipper.
 

4285B | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-4XL

TORNADO CAMO REVERSIBLE COAT

This reversible jacket in 3D Camo with orange sections has an outer fabric 
made from the quietest fleece. It also has a Windblocker membrane, radio 
pockets, back pocket and two large front pockets. The jacket is reversible 
and has similar pockets on the green inside.

4276C | S-3XL

ROSEBUD WINDBLOCKER PULLOVER

A windproof knitted wool pullover with smart details on the shoulders, 
collar and elbows. Ideal for most outdoor activities, as an extra layer, an 
outer garment or with a waistcoat.

5477G | S-3XL

GALE WINDBLOCKER COAT

This windproof fleece jacket with Windblocker membrane, two-way zipper, 
side pockets and radio pockets is a big favorite. Available in brown or green.

4279G/B | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-4XL
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Mosquito – the perfect outfit 
for advanced stalking.

MOSQUITO CAMO ANORAK

A superb jacket for stalking with a folding protective camouflage face net. 
This is an anorak model made of tightly woven 3D camo polyester. The 
mosquito net stores in the breast pocket and is fastened using a zipper in 
the front of the hood.

3121C | S-4XL

MOSQUITO ACTION PANT

Camouflage trousers made from the same materials as the anorak. Light, 
supple trousers, perfect for demanding stalking.

3126C | 48-62

MOSQUITO CAMO CAP

The perfect hunter’s cap with camo to match the rest of the outfit.

3336C | One size



ARIZONA
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Arizona – much-loved trousers 
with front and back stretch panels 
for optimum mobility. 

ARIZONA PRO PANT

Advanced, supple, cool all-year-round trousers in polyester/cotton with a 
waxed surface. The trousers have stretch panels in carefully selected places 
for optimum fit and freedom of movement, as well as reinforcements at 
the leg bottoms where they are subject to most wear and tear. Articulated 
knees for maximum suppleness. Many useful pockets and adjustable 
ankles.
 

5626T/TT | Ladies 34-46 / 136-142 / Men 46-60 / 148-158 / D96-120 

5626BL/OR | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-60

MONOCHROME BLACK

MONOCHROME TOBACCO

TOBACCO/BLACK

ORANGE/RED
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Alabama – comfortable trousers with supple 
stretch panels and ventilation along the outsides.

ALABAMA VENT PRO PANT

These lighter, advanced, supple, cool year-round polyester/cotton trousers 
are very popular. They have stretch panels in carefully selected places for 
optimum fit and freedom of movement. Zippered ventilation in the thighs 
and articulated knees for maximum flexibility. Reinforcements at the leg 
bottoms and adjustable ankles. Many useful pockets, including a magnetic 
lock phone pocket.

5915 | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60 / D96-120

5915TB | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60 / D96-120 / 150-154

RED/TOBACCO

BLUE/BLACK
BROWN/BLACK

TOBACCO/BLACK

YELLOW/TOBACCO TOBACCO/TOBACCO

ORANGE/BLACK
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RAWSON PANT

Light, fast-drying trousers with stretch in the back and over the knees, 
angled side pockets and magnetic lock leg pockets. Rubber lining inside 
the waist keeps your shirt in place. Velcro adjustment at the ankles. Lightly 
waxed fabric with some water-repellence. Available in two color schemes: 
brown and clay/brown.

5992BB/CB | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60

DALLAS FIELD PANT

A classic: advanced, supple, cool trousers in polyester/cotton. Optimum 
fit and freedom of movement, as well as articulated knees for maximum 
flexibility. Many useful pockets, including spacious front pockets and a 
phone pocket. Trousers that get better with age.

5997SB | 46-60

DALLAS PRO JR PANT

Advanced, supple, cool trousers in polyester/cotton with a waxed surface. 
The trousers have stretch panels in carefully selected places for optimum 
fit and freedom of movement, as well as reinforcements at the leg bottoms 
where they are subject to most wear and tear. Articulated knees for 
maximum suppleness. Many useful pockets and adjustable ankles.

5920G | Storlek: 122, 128, 134, 140, 146, 152

ARENAS PANT

Lightweight trousers with stretch at the back and over the knees. Angled 
pockets and zippered ventilation on the thigh-front. Fast-drying, lightly 
waxed fabric with some water-repellence. Straight ankles, elastic waist, 
belt loops, and a back pocket with zipper and knife pocket. Two color 
schemes: brown/clay and clay/brown.

5993BC/CB | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60

Trousers for active users. 
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GALLEGOS HYBRIDE SMOCK

A classically designed anorak for all active outdoor pursuits. Soft fabric 
of lightly brushed cotton and nylon quality. Waterproof material over 
the shoulders and sleeves, and vents in the underarms to keep the right 
temperature. Large chest pocket on the front, also a back pocket. Opens in 
the side for ease of use. Drawcord for hem-width adjustment. Detachable, 
adjustable mesh lined hood with peak.

5994TT | S-3XL

GALLEGOS HYBRIDE PANT

A practical hybrid trouser in a soft, lightly brushed cotton and nylon fabric, 
with waterproof sections on the leg-front and seat. Side pockets, back 
pocket and stitched leg pockets, one of which has a zipper. Soft elastic 
waist for comfort. Available in two colors: khaki/brown and tobacco.

5991KB/TT | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60

Gallegos – a hybrid outfit for all outdoor activities. 
Water-repellent in vulnerable areas.
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SPIRIT COAT QUICK DRY

This jacket has two radio pockets and spacious zippered front pockets. 
Vents in the underarms. Made from fast-drying, water-repellent stretch 
fabric. Available in black and khaki.

3142BL/K | S-3XL

SPIRIT PANT QUICK DRY

Trousers in quiet, strong, stretchy polyamide fabric. The perfect tight fit, 
articulated knees, and elastic and Velcro in the ankles. Vents and a phone 
pocket on the right leg. Made from fast-drying, water-repellent stretch 
fabric.
 

3143BL | 46-58

Spirit Quick Dry is extremely flexible with its tight 
stretch fabric, also water-repellent and fast-drying.
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DEVON PRO PANT

This Pro Pant is a favorite that can withstand the toughest going. Devon Pro 
Pant is slightly wider at the bottom that the Cargo Pant. The material is a 
comfortable, supple elastic cotton canvas with stretch.

5947B/5937G | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60

DEVON SHORTS

Nice cool pro shorts that can withstand the toughest going. The material is 
a comfortable, supple cotton canvas with stretch. Available in brown and 
green.

5997B/G | 46-60

DEVON SHOOTING VEST BROWN

Ideal for all early season bird shoots, on the clay range or training the dogs. 
The material is a comfortable, supple elastic cotton canvas with stretch. 
Large game pocket on back. Deep, spacious front pockets for cartridges 
and reinforced shoulder panels in a suede-like material.

5942B | S-3XL

DEVON CARGO PANT

These trousers have a slightly slimmer fit. The material is a comfortable, 
supple elastic cotton canvas with stretch.
 

5936B/G | Ladies 34-44 / Men 46-60

The Devon range in supple, 
flexible cotton stretch.
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DEVON ZIP OFF PANT

Smart trousers that quickly convert into cool shorts thanks to the detachable 
legs. The material is a comfortable, supple cotton canvas with stretch.

5938B | 48-60

DEVON ACTION COAT

A superb jacket that goes perfectly with any of the Devon trousers. The 
material is a comfortable, supple cotton canvas with stretch. Many useful 
pockets, such as a large back pocket with side access.

5922B | S-4XL

DEVON LADY COAT

A classic jacket in comfortable, supple cotton canvas with stretch. A range 
of useful pockets.

5930G/B | 36-44

DEVON SHOOTING COAT WITH GAME BAG

A superb hunting and shooting jacket. Ideal for all early season bird shoots 
and on the clay range. The material is a comfortable, supple cotton canvas 
with stretch. Mesh lining for optimum comfort and adjustable cuffs. Large 
back pocket. 

5948B | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL
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              The Swedish North – Land of the Great Bulls

I am the conductor – Mother Nature is the orchestra. Together we create a chain of events ba-

sed on strong, inherited instincts. There and then is where our fates will be determined, in har-

mony. If it fails, the orchestra will throw down their instruments, silence falls, and the audience 

goes home. This is a story about a close encounter with the northern wilds, where the hunter’s 

heart and soul become one with nature. It takes place in a landscape where no hunter can 

avoid the myths and legends surrounding some truly enormous moose bulls.

                     Travelling light, our moose-call hunt 
                   takes us through falling autumn leaves

Open expanses stretch for miles and miles as we move through the beautiful reds and yellows 

of autumn. A few quick, well-targeted calls go out, marking the beginning of our moose hunt. 

Our pulses rise as we await the response. It could come at any time, that call that ploughs 

through the natural landscape as other animals hold their breath. What’s that lurking at the 

edge of the shadows in those deep, true wilds, that higher dimension of hunting? The wind is 

gathering from the north, the cold a reminder of the imminent winter A way off, the agitated 

flapping of forest fowl, a sign of something moving in the distance. A series of blows from the 

birch-bark horn hit by the late rays of light, clearly highlighting its age structure. We move ca-

refully and I indicate a route, a way to advance through the terrain we’re in. The climate forces 

us into action; not because of the cold, but so as not to reveal our position in the skittish wind. 

More leaves surrender and make their slow way to the ground. The fight is on, and I whisper 

to photographer Mattias about the tough challenge that this moose-call hunting will be. I can 

see the excitement, the tension and deep anticipation in his eyes. I switch between sounds, 

a combination of moose-cow in heat and the bull’s distinct “Ohaoo”. We can feel a presence 

around us, but in which direction? Carefully, our eyes scan our surroundings. Mother Nature is 

trying to tell us something, forest birds are acting jumpy. I carry on trying to tempt what nature 

is still hiding. I turn the birch-bark horn away so it sounds like we’re moving away, hoping that 

this will make whatever’s moving through the forest follow us.

Speak with Nature During the 
Month of Falling Leaves

Text: Kristofer Magnusson
Photography: Mattias Stedt
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                            Nature gives up her position

Suddenly a dull crack. It sounds nearby, and finally we have our direction which also means that 

our position becomes locked. Now it’s us leading, and nature being forced to follow. Our eyes scan 

30-40 yards distance in every direction. The light birch trees and the colorful autumn palette crea-

te a sense of mystery and drama. A remarkable feeling descends upon us, and Mattias and I both 

sense it at the same time. We’re being watched. We stand like tin soldiers. There, between two 

birches, something very solid, very dark is manifesting. The moose looks straight in our direction, 

perhaps 30 yards off on the diagonal. I slowly crouch down to hide, alongside Mattias.

                                         Locked positions

I can see the moose’s gigantic ears pointing straight toward us, we can hear the animal checking 

for strange scents. We’re perfectly situated in relation to the wind. Mattias is holding his camera 

along his body with his right hand, knuckles pure white, forced to stand stock still with a firm grip 

on the camera. I slowly lift my rifle, my movements concealed by bushes and long grass. I find 

the moose in my sight, see the nostrils expanding and contracting, its muzzle and eyes working 

overtime to discover any information the wind can reveal. There are two antler points visible, but 

the rest of the crown is hidden behind two birch trunks. Mattias can see on my face that it’s an 

moose of the larger variety. No shots are taken, not from the camera and certainly not from the 

gun. All we can do is wait for our quarry to make the next move. But moving he is not. He has the 

advantage, the upper hand. As is so often the case they just turn up, with no warning. A mere 600 

kilos and he managed to surprise us, even though we’d heard him just before. I turn my body in 

the other direction, cup my mouth and nose with my hands, make some cow-like contact sounds 

away from the moose’s position. Maybe he’ll think his potential partner is leaving the stage. Mat-

tias has been fully alert with a good vantage point, and can now loosen his right thumb from his 

firm grip on the camera. A flick of his thumb tells me the bull is moving. Shortly afterwards, I can 

slowly stand up. The moose can just be glimpsed moving diagonally away from us. Two choices 

now: stay here, or stalk him through the forest, an awkward trudge through dense, dry branches 

in places. After a few minutes, we decide to follow the animal through the battle arena that is the 

wilderness. Perhaps we can get into shooting position before our chance has gone. I go first, grip-

ping my rifle in the fold of my left arm, hard against my chest, feeling the sight against my ribs. 
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With my right hand I hold my nose, pinch it with my thumb and index finger and put out a few subtle 

moose sounds. Our progress is noisy underfoot. There’s no stalking so we just walk on; sneaking 

will scare him off even more. Suddenly and unexpectedly we hear the underfoot cracking from 

something making a lot more noise than us. Seven to ten yards off, the bull is standing in dense 

shrubbery. He decided to go round and take advantage of the wind himself. Suddenly the whole 

show is his, our silhouettes surely giving us away. The bull starts to make off; the sight of humans 

is not something he’s ever come across before. He stomps off with tremendous power, giving us 

a quick glimpse of his antlers as he forces his way through young spruces. He trots out onto a 

relatively fresh clearing, across the place we’d chosen as our line of defense. We run after him.

                   Moose cries die down and blood ties 
                        with the wilderness are forged
 

I run holding my rifle in my left hand, making moose calls with my right. Neighing sounds. The 

animal stops dead and turns his gigantic body toward us. At this point, the bull is unsure of his 

standing in the fight. We take our position just at the edge of the clearing. Mattias knows what to 

do, and I take a low stance and line of sight. Only seconds to go before this is decided, one way 

or another. I wait for Mattias, I can hear the aperture in the camera. I take aim, the center of the 

left shoulder. I look up at Mattias, asking him in a whisper if he has his shot. His answer is a short, 

“Yep.” I have a clear line of sight. I focus my optic and squeeze the trigger. The shot goes off and 

the bull signals a clear hit and rushes sideways. He vanishes behind an uprooted tree, but soon 

reappears. I can hear the camera working as I fire off number two. The moose falls to the ground. 

The bang from the rifle rolls across the mountains and then gradually fades. Mother Nature holds her 

breath and everything is completely still. Mattias and I take a deep breath, and we hug. We shared 

a moment, having successfully outwitted a very wily animal. All this in relation to the laws of nature 

surrounding us. We had been struggling together for several days in different environments, and 

we finally won the battle of the wilderness. And so the next job began; taking care of our kill. 

We cleaned the moose out neatly and thoroughly. Several times we went over those final few 

moments again. A wild animal, deserving of our utmost respect. As hunters, we can do no less.

                          A conversation with nature

What we talked about is whispered through the forests of northern Sweden. The expanses are 

framed by seemingly endless forests. It’s in the vast hunting arena that life is painted in autumn 

colors. A palette that contains so many sensual impressions, where camaraderie and the shared 

experience were lit by the moon’s magical glow as we left the land of the great bulls.
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Among the Gore-Tex® outfits for women, Rough is a 
hardwearing dog handler’s outfit for demanding hunts.

ROUGH GTX PANT 2.0

An optimized version of our hardwearing dog handler’s trousers. A favorite 
thanks to the good fit, durability, and relatively low weight. Waterproof 
with a light mesh lining, and now also a water-resistant zipper at the ankle 
for easy width adjustment. Sturdy reinforcements on the front of the legs 
and strong yet light outer fabric at the top and on the back. A snug fit with 
articulated knees maximizes suppleness and freedom of movement. Elastic 
waist and many handy pockets, including a GPS pocket.

3685G | Ladies 34-46 / Men 46-62 / D96-D120

ROUGH GTX COAT

The ideal dog handler’s jacket that can take a beating! Hardwearing 
brushed, reinforced polyamide outer fabric with waterproof Gore-Tex® liner 
and mesh lining. Two expandable pleated pockets with cartridge holders 
and two useful base pockets behind for GPS and a phone, for example. 
Handwarmer pockets. Double radio pockets, back pocket, and inside 
pocket. A two-way zipper and drawcords at the waist and hem. Hood 
available as an accessory.

3681G | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL



ROUGH



POINTER



POINTER
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Ultra lightweight Pointer Pro is designed for active 
hunting in the forest or mountains. One of several 
outfits in the Chevalite series for ladies.

POINTER PRO COAT

This ultra lightweight jacket is made from the quietest material, with a 
waterproof Chevalite membrane laminated directly inside the outer fabric. 
A jacket for deer-hunting, grouse shooting, stalking or for dog handlers. 
Many useful pockets and adjustable cuffs. A two-way zipper and drawcords 
at the waist and hem. Ventilation zippers under the sleeves.

3960G | Ladies 34-46 / Men XS-4XL

POINTER PRO PANT WITH VENTILATION

Light, supple trousers thanks to the stretch details. Laminated Chevalite 
water barrier, soft mesh lining for minimum weight and optimum 
breathability. Excellent ventilation thanks to zippers along the thighs. 
The trousers have two leg pockets, two side pockets, a back pocket and 
a magnetic lock phone pocket. Articulated knees and adjustable ankles. 
Stretch panels over the knees and at the back.

3963G | Ladies 36-46 / Men 48-62 / D96-D116
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Now there’s a new Windblocker that 
lets you choose visible or invisible.

PIXEL CAMO REVERSIBLE WB COAT

At last, our Pixel Camo Reversible WB Coat is available for women who 
enjoy hunting. A Windblocker with pixel camo which helps you blend in 
perfectly with the natural surroundings, with visible orange on the other 
side, a two-way zipper and many handy pockets, including a back pocket 
and GPS pocket.

4296HV | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL



WINDBLOCKER
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The Vintage range has several fine 
pieces designed to fit women perfectly.

OILER QUILT LADY COAT

A smart quilted jacket in the Vintage series that looks just as good in the 
city as around town. The jacket has a technical surface treatment which 
creates an attractive leather-like surface.

4472B | Ladies 36-44

VINTAGE QUILT VEST

A product that has received great acclaim from every hunter and dog 
handler who’s tried it. A classically quilted waistcoat that has Vintage’s 
technical surface treatment which creates a leather-like surface. Large 
game pocket on back. Deep, spacious front pockets for cartridges and 
reinforced shoulder panels in a suede-like technical material.

4339B | Ladies 36-46 / Men XS-3XL

VINTAGE STRETCH PANT, STRETCH SKIRT, BREEKS

Vintage trousers and skirt that only improve with age! Breeks are a must for 
early hunts. The stretch trousers have many useful pockets and articulated 
knees for optimum suppleness. The skirt, breeks and trousers all have Vintage’s 
technical surface treatment which creates a very smart leather-like surface.

Pant 4328B | Ladies 34-46, 136-142 / Skirt 4324B | Ladies 36-44 / Breeks 4327B | Ladies 36-44
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We have a wide range of womenswear, and all the following 
products in the catalogue are available in ladies cuts.

OUTLAND PRO WOOD ROUGH PROTECT BUSHLAND

GALE ELLESMERE ARIZONA ALABAMA

VINTAGE VEST VINTAGE PANT VINTAGE SKIRT VINTAGE BREEKS HAWICK

BYLOT VEST GRACE GART KIRBY SHIRT SKY SHIRT

CAPS CAPS CAPS BALAKLAVA BEANIES SCARVES

BUSHLAND 
SHOOTING

RAWSON ARENAS

HAWICK VEST

GRACE
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NAVSTE PIXEL CAMO

BYLOT

WARWICKWATERFOWL POINTER ENDEAVOR

GALLEGOS DEVON DEVON PANT DEVON SHOOTING

AVALON MAINSTONE MAINSTONE VEST CHESTER WHATI

CARLA SHIRT MILADY SHIRT CHARLESTON SHIRT WHISPER SHIRT CAPS HATS

BEANIES GLOVES MITTENS GLOVES GAITERS BOOTS

OILER VINTAGE QUILT VEST



TWEED
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There’s something special about a real hunting outfit 
made of tweed. A classic style that lasts for years.

HAWICK TWEED SHOOTING VEST

A smart, functional hunting and shooting waistcoat in classic herringbone 
patterned tweed. Two deep pleated pockets with room for a lot of 
cartridges. A must for bird shooting.

7343B | S-3XL

HAWICK TWEED BLAZER

A sporty blazer in classic herringbone patterned tweed. Slits in the back 
and reinforcements at the elbows.

7342B | 48-60

HAWICK TWEED LADY BLAZER

A sporty blazer in classic herringbone patterned tweed. Slits in the back 
and reinforcements at the elbows.

7344B | 36-44

HAWICK TWEED SHOOTING LADY VEST

A smart, functional hunting and shooting waistcoat in classic herringbone 
patterned tweed. Two deep pleated pockets with room for a lot of 
cartridges. A must for bird shooting.

7345B | 36-44



VINTAGE VINTAGE QUILT VEST

A popular waistcoat for bird-shooting, dog training and on the rifle range. A 
classically quilted waistcoat that has Vintage’s technical surface treatment 
which creates a leather-like surface. Large game pocket on back. Deep, 
spacious front pockets for cartridges and reinforced shoulder panels in a 
suede-like technical material.

4339B | Ladies 36-46 / Men XS-3XL

VINTAGE STRETCH PANT

These cotton trousers are a great success. They have a technical surface 
treatment which creates a leather-like surface. Many useful pockets and 
pre-bent knees for optimum suppleness. A favorite that can be worn 
anywhere.

4328B | Ladies 34-46 / 136-142 / Men 46-60 / 148-154
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OILER VINTAGE COAT

A slightly shorter jacket in a classic model. The jacket has Vintage’s technical 
surface treatment which creates a beautiful leather-like surface.

4473B | 46-60

VINTAGE BREEKS

A pair of smart breeks are perfect in the Vintage range, a must for early 
battue. The trousers have Vintage’s technical surface treatment which 
creates a leather-like surface.

4327B | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-60

VINTAGE FUSEAU PANT

Popular cotton trousers in stretch with a narrow fit over the calf, with 
zippers to make it easy to adjust the width. Ideal with high boots. With 
Vintage’s technical surface treatment which creates a leather-like surface.

4336B | Ladies 36-44 / Men 46-58

VINTAGE VEST

Ideal for anyone who needs plenty of room for dummies etc. when training 
bird dogs, for instance. Large spacious pockets front and back.

4320B | Ladies 36-44 / Men XS-3XL

Vintage looks better the older 
they get and the more they’re used.
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RUFFORD WAXED COAT

A beautifully waxed classic hunting jacket in a slightly longer model, with 
Primaloft® lining which guarantees many a warm day. Just as good out 
bird-shooting as about town. Spacious front pockets, handwarmer pockets, 
inside pocket and a two-way zipper. The generous hood is detachable.

5971B | S-3XL

MOORLAND QUILT COAT

A smart, quilted jacket with Vintage’s technical surface treatment which 
creates a beautiful leather-like surface. Suede-like trimmings on shoulders 
and collar, light warmth filling and many pockets.

5961B | S-3XL

RUFFORD VINTAGE COAT

A jacket that’s already very popular. Slightly longer model with a hood, 
large front pockets, handwarmer pockets, and of course Vintage’s technical 
surface treatment which creates a beautiful leather-like surface that wears 
beautifully.

5972B | S-3XL
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BRAMLEY QUILT COAT

A beautiful quilted jacket with Primaloft® lining, guaranteeing many a warm 
day. Spacious front pockets, handwarmer pockets, two-way zipper and 
adjustable cuffs. A classic, light and supple model.

5962B | S-3XL

AVALON PRIMALOFT  SHIRT

This warm, light overshirt has Primaloft® lining, guaranteeing many a warm 
day. Ideal as an extra layer, available in brown and navy.

4485B/DN | S-3XL

AVALON QUILT COAT

A smart, lightly quilted jacket with Primaloft® lining, guaranteeing many a 
warm day. Available in brown and navy.

4491B/DN | S-3XL

AVALON LADY QUILT COAT

A smart quilted jacket that’s ideal as an extra layer or on its own. Avalon 
has Primaloft® lining, guaranteeing a comfortable day. Available in brown 
and navy.

4492B/DN | 36-44

®



FLEECE
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FLEECE
MAINSTONE FLEECE VEST

A stylish bestseller with fleece on the outside and comfortable pile on the 
inside. Perfect as an extra layer or outer garment. Available in green, gray 
and brown.

5463B/GM/GR | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL

MAINSTONE FLEECE CARDIGAN

A stylish cardigan with fleece on the outside and comfortable pile on the 
inside. Perfect as an extra layer or outer garment. Available in green, gray 
and brown.

5462GM/GR | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-4XL / 5462B | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL

CHESTER CARDIGAN

A comfortable cardigan for optimum warmth, fleece on the inside and 
knitted outside. Perfect as an extra layer or outer garment.

5488DB | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL

WHATI FLEECE COAT

A figure-hugging top in reverse fleece, with softer fabric on the inside. Two-
way zipper with a soft chin protector, and a sleeve pocket and two side 
pockets with zippers. Light and flexible, works well as an outer garment 
or intermediate layer. Higher at the back, and adjustable at the hem with 
a drawcord.

5440G/P | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL
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BYLOT FLEECE VEST

A fleece vest in dense-knit fleece for great wind protection. Two-way zipper 
with a soft chin protector, and side pockets. Available in green, gray and 
brown.

5452B/G/GR | Men S-3XL/ GR | Ladies 36-44 Men S-3XL

BYLOT FLEECE COAT

A fleece top with a high, comfortable collar in dense-knit fleece for great 
wind protection. Two-way zipper with a soft chin protector, side pockets 
and elastic wrists. Available in brown, green and gray, and in junior.

5450B/GR | Ladies 36-44 / Men S-3XL / 5450G | Ladies 36-46 / Men S-4XL

Junior 5454B/G | S/M/L

GRAHAM QUILT CARDIGAN

A classic knitted cardigan with a quilted front in a suede-like technical 
material. A classic that’s never out of place.

5483B/N | S-3XL

GRACE QUILT CARDIGAN

A classic knitted cardigan with a quilted front in a suede-like technical 
material. A classic that’s never out of place.

5493B/N/R | S-XL
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GAUP COTTON SWEATER

A classic knitted cotton pullover with smart details on the elbows. A 
favorite that’s ideal for most activities. Just as much at home around town 
as for after-hunt at the manor.

5497B/G | S-3XL 

FJORD PLATED RN WOOL SWEATER

A crew-neck technical sweater in 80% lambswool and a wool/acrylic inner. 
The technical dual-layer material construction keeps you warm and dry, 
as moisture and excess heat are wicked out to the outer layer. Effective 
reinforcement on the shoulder section. Available in brown and green.

5495B/G | S-3XL

FJORD PLATED WOOL CARDIGAN

A ribbed wool cardigan with excellent insulation and an interior moisture 
wicking layer. Classic reinforcements on the shoulders. Functional full 
length zipper. Ideal for most outdoor activities, as an outer garment or 
extra layer.

1050011-60 | S-3XL

ROSEBUD PULLOVER

A classic ribbed wool pullover with smart details on the shoulders and 
elbows. Ideal for most outdoor activities. Wear as an outdoor garment or 
extra layer, or with a nice waistcoat.

5467B | S-3XL
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GART MERINO SWEATER

A light, supple, fine-knit pullover in 100% merino wool, with a classic V-neck. 
With reinforcements at the elbows. Four great colors for men and women.

5494B/G/O/P | Men S-3XL / 5496B/G/O/P | Ladies S-XL





SHIRTS
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WEMBLEY SHIRT

A classic shirt in tattersall check. 100% cotton poplin. One breast pocket.

2660C | XS-4XL

SWAY OXFORD SHIRT

A classic check shirt in 100% cotton poplin. Button-down collar lined with 
soft, comfortable flannel on the inside. One breast pocket with penholder.

1060044-01 S | 3XL

RILEY COTTON TWILL SHIRT

A classic check shirt. 100% cotton poplin. One breast pocket. Button-down 
collar.

5795C | S-3XL

LORD SHIRT

A classically tailored shirt in a classic pattern, ideal under a lambswool 
pullover or tweed blazer. 100% cotton poplin. One breast pocket, button-
down collar.

2689C | XS-4XL

MARE COTTON WOOL SHIRT

A soft, comfortable men’s shirt of classic quality. A comfortable blend of 
cotton and wool. Button-down collar, one breast pocket. Classic check.

5829C | S-3XL

CARL SHIRT

A classic shirt in 100% cotton poplin. One breast pocket, button-down collar.

2659C | XS-4XL
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SEA MILL FLANNEL SHIRT

Hunting shirt in 100% cotton flannel. Classic herringbone check in burgundy and 
beige. Two breast pockets with buttons and a pen pocket. Straight-cut hem.

5807C | S-3XL

NITRA COTTON WOOL SHIRT

A soft, comfortable men’s shirt of classic quality. Attractive fine check. A 
comfortable blend of cotton and wool. One breast pocket.

5828 | S-3XL

MOSSDALE TWILL SHIRT

A classic shirt in 100% organic cotton flannel, in rich autumn colors. Two 
breast pockets, button-down.

5837C | S-3XL

CHARLESTON SHIRT

A classically patterned shirt suitable for virtually any occasion. 100% cotton 
poplin. One breast pocket.

5791C | XS-4XL

KIRBY CLASSIC SHIRT

A classic shirt in a classic pattern, ideal under a lambswool pullover or tweed 
blazer. 100% cotton twill, one breast pocket.

5793C | S-3XL

MARIBOR COTTON WOOL SHIRT

A soft, comfortable men’s shirt of classic quality. Finely lined check. A 
comfortable blend of cotton and wool. Button-down collar, one breast 
pocket.

5827C | S-3XL
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LAIG WOOLMIX SHIRT

A tailored flannel shirt in woolmix with a mesh lining. Press-studs. Warm, soft 
quality with excellent fit, rounded at the hem. Classic fit. Forest green.

5841C | S-3XL

SHEGRA WOOLMIX SHIRT

A tailored flannel shirt in woolmix with a mesh lining. Press-studs. Warm, 
soft quality with excellent fit, rounded at the hem. Classic fit. Autumn 
brown.

5842C | S-3XL

RUBAVU SAFARI SHIRT

A mesh-lined cotton shirt in light twill. The long sleeve can be buttoned up 
with a tab. Two breast pockets with pleats and buttons. Yoke in a different 
color for a nice contrast.

5833B/GR | S-4XL

INGRAM WOOLMIX SHIRT W MESH

A classic hunting shirt in mesh-lined twill, 91% polyester, 9% wool. Two 
breast pockets with pleats and flaps. Imitation suede details.

5773C | S-3XL

INSHORE COOLMAX SHIRT

A really comfortable shirt in comfortable Coolmax.

5839C | S-3XL 

LEWICK TWILL SHIRT

A large-check shirt in 100% cotton. Button-down collar lined with soft, 
comfortable flannel on the inside. One breast pocket with penholder.

1060043-01 | S-3XL
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KIRBY CLASSIC LADY SHIRT

A classic ladies’ shirt in a classic pattern, ideal under a lambswool pullover or 
tweed blazer. 100% cotton twill.

5792C | 34-44

WHISPER LADY SHIRT

An elegant ladies’ shirt in 100% cotton with button-down collar. Beautifully 
inspired by the classic tweed fabric.

6602C | 36-46

CARLA LADY SHIRT

A classic ladies’ shirt in a classic check. 100% cotton poplin. One breast 
pocket, button-down collar.

2647C | 34-44

SKY LADY SHIRT

Classic monochrome ladies’ shirt in blue poplin. 100% cotton. Darker blue 
insets in yoke and cuff.

5775C | 34-44

CHARLESTON LADY SHIRT

A classically patterned shirt suitable for virtually any occasion. 100% cotton 
poplin.

5794C | 34-44

MILADY SHIRT

A classic ladies’ shirt in classic hunters check. 100% cotton poplin.

5789C | 34-44
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MARSHALL TEE

A comfortable, cool T-shirt in soft, supple cotton. Available in green or navy.

2725N/G | S-3XL

WHATS PIQUE SHIRT

A classic model polo shirt.

2602C/DK/N | S-3XL

WADER TEE

A fine quality T-shirt with a good fit. Crew neck and discreet, low-contrast 
vintage-style print. Knitted overlock seam on the back for a nice effect.

2601C/DK/N/O |  S-3XL

GRANDPA LS TEE

A lovely soft, comfortable grandad top with classic buttoning and discreet, 
low-contrast vintage-style print on the chest.

2604C | S-3XL

NAKURU SAFARI SHIRT

An ultra-light cotton and polyester shirt in Ripstop, keeping you cool even 
under the strongest sun. Ideal on safari. Two breast pockets with buttons. 
Button-down collar.

5832B/T | S-4XL

KENYA SAFARI SHIRT

A light, very comfortable shirt in mesh-lined cotton and polyester, with 
Ripstop. Keeps you dry and cool – ideal on safari. Two breast pockets with 
pleats and buttons. The long sleeve can be buttoned up with a tab. Button-
down collar.

5831B/T | S-4XL
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   Rough Shooting – 
a Sport for All

Text & photography: Peppe Larsson

A social kind of shooting loved equally 
        by shooters and dog handlers.

“Take care! There could be a lot of ducks here, even though 

we can’t see them,” professional hunter Oskar whispers to 

the shooters. The start signal sounds and the sky darkens 

with hundreds of mallard as the shots scare them into flight.

It’s a crisp, crystal-clear autumn morning in October, with a 

freshness only this season can bring. Dogs bark, equipment 

clatters and cheerful, noisy greetings are exchanged. I’ve met 

most of the shooters before, so it’s a bit like coming across 

the old Dalton Gang in the Wild West. These are experienced 

sure-shots who bring down pretty much everything they aim 

at. Very little gets past them.

“Today we’re after partridge, pheasant, mallard, and even 

the odd hare if any turn up! Basically anything that’s legally 

in season,” says professional hunter Oskar Johansson in a 

powerful voice. So this really is rough shooting. We get into 

the hunt vehicle and set off for the shooting grounds.

Most people associate rough shooting in Sweden with the 

plains of Skåne in the south, but today we’re in the western 

county of Bohuslän, on the Ulkeröd Estate. The Lyrdal 

family have worked for several years to develop an amazing 

shooting environment for most species of game. The estate 

hails back to the 1600s and is around 450 hectares, with 100 

hectares of cropland and 300 of forest. It offers various types 

of shooting event, but today rough shooting is on the agenda 

among the beautiful, rolling landscape.



   Good rough shooting grounds call for  
          commitment and hard work.

Several top-class dog handlers are here with their elite animals: 

spaniels to get the quarry moving and Labradors for retrieval. 

The shooters advance in a line, with spaniels searching the 

ground in front of them. This will rouse the game, and then the 

retrievers go behind to fetch the kill. This is a hugely sociable 

kind of shooting, and there’s talking, shooting, joking, praising 

and cursing in equal measure – both at the dogs and the shoo-

ters. No surprise that this is a very popular form of shooting 

in the British Isles. The group moves forward through the fine 

shooting grounds, which Oskar describes as his pride and joy.

“We work really hard to create the best possible habitat for the 

wildlife here. I spend a lot of time designing areas and planning 

vegetation to ensure the deer and wildfowl can thrive.” And this 

is certainly the perfect kind of terrain for rough shooting.

Needless to say the Dalton Gang, or our excellent shooters, 

behave themselves with perfect grace. Not many birds escape 

their barrage of buckshot, and it’s easy to see how much they’re 

enjoying themselves in the sunny autumn weather. As indeed 

do the dogs, who are doing a great job beneath the shotgun 

barrels. They dart off into the tall vegetation like guided missi-

les, and they clearly love doing this. After a few great rounds it’s 

time for a coffee break in the great outdoors. Everyone agrees 

that this is a fantastic type of shooting, and probably one of the 

simplest and most original; you got up, grabbed your shotgun 

and spaniel, and went out to see what was on offer today. 

Pheasant one day, rabbit the next, pigeon, partridge…
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   Wingshooting is a tough art 
     that’s very unpredictable.

After having been allowed to make a dent in the 

estate’s stock of partridge and pheasant with the 

excellent flushing dogs, the afternoon is devoted 

to duck. There are several duck waters on the 

estate. Now, in mid-October, the main duck se-

ason is over and we’re having a look to see what’s 

left. Everyone is curious and excited about what 

high-flying challenges the afternoon will bring. So 

back into the hunt vehicle as we set off from the 

partridge highland biotope to the noisy ducks 

of the lakesides. We clear water after water, until 

eventually things tail off. These final ducks know 

they need to get high fast if they’re to stand a 

chance. But I’m with one of the group, Neils, who 

says that if you get just one really good hit, that 

makes up for an awful lot of average hits. Neils 

then obviously manages to get the day’s highest 

flyer with tremendous skill, but his statement came 

earlier in the day so hats off to him for that hit. 

Time flies when you’re having fun, but this parti-

cular day has gone extremely quickly, and when 

we come to the last lake of the day we all feel a 

touch of sadness. But Oskar has saved the best till 

last. Not many birds are visible on the water, but 

once the signal has gone for the shooting to start, 

literally hundreds of ducks rocket straight into the 

air and vanish in no time. The shots echoed from 

the fast shooters, but not many birds came down 

in that round! Such a poor end can only make you 

laugh, and the Dalton Gang did so heartily. But 

that’s shooting for you, and it was a brilliant day 

for everyone involved. A huge thank you to the 

Ulkeröd Estate for such a fine day’s bird shoo-

ting. The gang will be back next year, and we’d 

thoroughly recommend it!



CAPS
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OILER 6-PENCE CAP

A classic cap with the right look. With Vintage technical surface treatment 
which creates a leather-like surface. Available in four colors: brown, navy, red 
and yellow.

3357R/N/Y/B | 55-61

BUSH HAT

A wonderfully comfortable safari hat. Classic design combined with cool 
cotton makes it a must-have. Available in khaki and brown.

3358B/K | 55-61

HAWICK TWEED 6-PENCE CAP

A classic tweed cap couldn’t be more right! A must-have for all bird-
shooters, otherwise it’ll all be a bit hit and miss.

3359B | 55-61

OILER 6-PENCE CHEVALITE CAP

Our classic oiler, now with a Chevalite membrane to shield you from wind and 
water. A cap with the right look. With Vintage technical surface treatment 
which creates a leather-like surface.

1090004-70 | 55-61
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OUTLAND GTX CAP REVERSIBLE

Brushed microfiber cap, laminated with Gore-Tex® wind and rain barrier. 
Reversible high-visibility crown. Fold-away ear flaps. Reflector on outer edge 
of peak.

2771G | 55-61

CAMDEN COTTON CAP

A classic baseball cap in cotton, with stretch for a flexible fit. Available in 
four colors and ideal for all-round use.

3365BL/HV/O/G | S/M, L/XL

ROVER WINTER CAP REVERSIBLE

An ultra-warm winter cap with Chevalite wind and rain barrier. It has a 
reversible high-visibility crown and fur-lined ear flaps.

3343T | 55-62

ARIZONA CHEVALITE CAP

The Arizona range now has its own cap with a Chevalite wind and rain 
barrier. A cap for all conditions.

1090006-20 | One Size

ARIZONA BLAZE CAP

A very popular cap in bright orange with our 3D camo pattern.

3333HV | One Size

ARIZONA CAP

Our classic Arizona cap. The inside has a Coolmax band which makes it feel 
cooler on hot days, and retains the fit even when you sweat!

3333T/O | One Size





BEANIES
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MERINO FLEECE BEANIE

A nicely soft hat in the classic, useful beanie model. Ideal beneath ear 
defenders. The softest fleece on the inside and merino wool outside. 
Available in green and signal orange.

2775G/HV | One Size

PRIMALOFT® BEANIE

A woolly hat with Primaloft® blend. Warm and comfy in a useful beanie 
model. Available in green and signal orange.

2778G/HV | One Size

BRISTOL HIGHVIS WS

A wonderfully comfortable knitted hat with Windstopper® to keep the cold 
out.

2769O | One Size

BRISTOL WS

A wonderfully comfortable knitted hat with Windstopper® to keep the cold 
out.

1090049-60/20 | One Size

MERINO FLEECE PROTECTOR

A comfortable, camouflaged balaclava weather shield, with the softest 
fleece inside and merino wool outside. Thin and light with a flexible fit.

2780G | One Size

MERINO FLEECE SCARVES

A wonderfully comfortable scarf is your best friend when it’s cold and windy. 
The softest fleece on the inside and merino wool outside. Thin and light.

2779G/HV | One Size
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SHOOTING GLOVE 4WAY 2-TOUCH

A glove with the perfect tight fit for extra sensitive fingertips.

1147G | 6-12

FLEECE GLOVE WITH HOOD

A lovely comfortable fingerless glove with a fold-back hood.

1156G | 7-12

SHOOTING GLOVE 4WAY STRETCH

A glove with the perfect tight fit for extra sensitive fingertips.

1141G | 6-12

SHOOTING GLOVE WB

A waterproof and windproof glove with Windblocker membrane. Perfect 
tight fit for extra sensitive fingertips. Palm in non-slip material. Velcro wrist 
fastening.

1142B | 6-12

SHOOTING GLOVE NAPPA

A supple glove in soft leather, with the perfect fit and elastic neoprene cuff.

1148G | 7-11

SHOOTING GLOVE LIGHT

A light shooting glove in 100% polyester stretch. A snug fit for excellent 
grip.

1150G | 6-12
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SHOOTING GLOVE NO SLIP

A glove with the perfect tight fit for extra sensitive fingertips. Palm in non-
slip material. Velcro wrist fastening.

1143B | 6-12

ADVENTURE MITTEN

Smart hunting mittens for when it’s really cold. Lined for warmth, with a 
Windblocker membrane to keep the cold wind out. Zipper in the palm to 
release the trigger finger without taking the glove off.

1100002-60 | M-XL

ARAGON LEATHER GLOVE

Classic gloves in soft, supple leather.

1131B | 9-12

MITTEN WB

A windproof, unlined shell mitten. The long cuff keeps even the deepest 
snow out. Leather on the inside, elastic cuff and stretch fabric. Drawcord 
at the opening and a wrist strap for fast, secure donning and removal. 
Available in white and green.

1145G/W | 6-12

WINDSTOPPER® GLOVE 2-TOUCH

Very supple windproof gloves with leather-clad fingers and palms for extra 
grip. Extra sensitive fingertips for smartphone screens.

1146G | 6-12

SHOOTING GLOVE NO SLIP LINED

A wool-lined glove with the perfect tight fit for extra sensitive fingertips. 
Palm in non-slip material. Velcro wrist fastening.

1144G | 6-12
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Our aim was to make the best boots. 
And now we’ve done it.

The hunting and outdoor market is full of mediocre membrane boots that simply aren’t up to par. We decided 

to make the optimum membrane boot, one that could withstand some real hardship. We spared no expense, 

our main aim was to produce the best boot. They are made from sturdy full-grain leather to ensure the most 

durable, least absorbent surface. They have a minimum of seams to maximize life span, and some of the 

seams are three-row. Underneath, a rigid Vibram ergonomic sole with the best possible grip, and a sturdy 

vulcanized rubber edge to shield against harsh wear and tear. Lacing far forward on the foot, a big advantage 

when walking in rough terrain, especially downhill. The front eyelets have rollers for fast lacing and maximum 

pressure distribution. A flexible stretchy Sympatex membrane keeps water out effectively. Made in Europe 

with generations of experience. Our high boot is called Tundra and the low one Utah.

TUNDRA

A higher boot in full-grain leather with a Sympatex membrane, which makes it waterproof while also wicking internal 
moisture out. Made with a minimum of seams. Ergonomic Vibram rolling sole with optimum grip, and a vulcanized 
edge to shield against harsh wear. The eyelets have roller bearings for fast, secure lacing. You’ll be hard-pushed to 
find a better boot.

848B | 36-48

UTAH

A lower boot in full-grain leather with a Sympatex membrane, which makes 
it waterproof while also wicking internal moisture out. Made with a minimum 
of seams. Ergonomic Vibram rolling sole with optimum grip, and a vulcanized 
edge to shield against harsh wear. The eyelets have roller bearings for fast, 
secure lacing. You’ll be hard-pushed to find a better boot.

847B | 36-48



TUNDRA

UTAH
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The lower shaft has 
elastic stitching to 
keep the sock in place.

Strengthened front 
edge prevents 
chafing.

Terry sole for 
maximum durability 
and comfort.

Elastic stitching around 
the front of the ankle for 
superior comfort.

Elastic stitching on the 
upper keeps the sock in 
place.

Ventilation channels 
in the upper.

The toe seams are 
beneath the foot to 
prevent chafing.

Our socks boast many 
smart solutions which will 
make them favorites!

HUNTER SOCK GREEN

A strong, slightly lower outer sock that’s ideal 
for boots and wellingtons. Rib-stitched shaft 
for a good fit. Keeps you warm even when 
damp. Materials: 50% wool, 30% acrylic, 15% 
polyamide and 5% spandex.

885G | 37/39 40/42 43/45 46/48

OVER KNEE SOCK

A good long outer sock that stretches over 
the knee, ideal for anyone who hunts in classic 
breeks. 78% merino wool, 18% nylon, 2% 
acrylic and 2% Lycra.

884G | 37/39 40/42 43/45 46/48

BOOT SOCK

A semi-strong, slightly lower outer sock that’s 
ideal for boots. 64% merino wool, 33% nylon, 
1% acrylic and 2% Lycra. Ideal worn with our 
liner sock.

882G | 37/39 40/42 43/45 46/48

BOOT SOCK HEAVY

A stronger version of our BOOT SOCK, a 
slightly lower outer sock that’s ideal for boots 
thanks to shock absorption against the tongue. 
64% merino wool, 33% nylon, 1% acrylic and 
2% Lycra. Ideal worn with our liner sock.

883G | 37/39 40/42 43/45 46/48

LINER SOCK COOLMAX

For the ultimate comfort, use a Liner Sock with 
Chevalier’s other socks. 70% Coolmax, 25% 
polyamide and 5% spandex. Available in black 
and green.

881BL/G | 37/39 40/42 43/45 46/48
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CUMULUS PANT OCH LEGGINGS

Two excellent pairs of rain trousers in PU-coated stretch fabric. Ideal to 
take along in your backpack. The over trousers are easy to pull on and off. 
Adjustable at the ankles. The leggings are spacious and keep the wet away 
from trousers in bushy terrain.

5316G | M-XXL / Leggings 5313G | One Size

CUMULUS RAIN COAT OCH PONCHO

Two good, solid rain garments in PU-coated stretch fabric. The coat has 
a built-in hood and is well-ventilated. Two large pockets with flaps and 
welt pockets under. The poncho covers both you and your gun. Hood and 
frontal flap for sight protection. Handwarmer pockets.

5311G | M-XXL / Poncho 5312G | M/XL/3XL

Let it rain. 
A lot.



PACKS | ONE SIZE
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PACKS | ONE SIZE

CHAIR PACK 35L

A light chair pack for those long stands. A slightly narrower carrying-frame 
to prevent the gun-butt from knocking against it. Velcro tag secures folded 
chair, which then becomes an effective carrying-frame. Seating cushion with 
heat insulation. Double flask compartment and built-in whistle. A test winner 
we can warmly recommend.

3461G | One Size

RIFLE BACKPACK 30L

Backpack with built-in lining for a gun, can be adjusted vertically or 
removed. Handy straps and belt for shot and bullet ammunition. Also room 
for a gun and telescopic sight.

3478G | One Size

MUFLON BACKPACK 40L

Smart, sturdy backpack with metal frame. External attachments so the gun 
can be fixed to the outside of the backpack. Useful hip belt with room for 
ammunition and many handy pockets and compartments for a flask, etc.

3479G | One Size

GROUSE TRIANGLE 17L

Triangular rucksack, leaves the shooting shoulder free. Outfits left and 
right-handers. 17-litre volume. Equipped with a flask compartment, mesh 
compartment and built-in bird snares.

3467G | One Size
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VENTURE DUFFLE BAG LARGE 80L

A spacious or very spacious bag, ideal for a hunting weekend. Laminated 
with venture, a strong, water-repellent material. Compression straps for 
size flexibility. If you need both hands free, the bag easily converts into 
a comfortable backpack with padded shoulder straps. Also a standard 
shoulder strap, sturdy carry handles and a two-way zipper. Double exterior 
pockets and three inside pockets for secure storage of keys and other small 
items.

3485G | One Size

VENTURE DOG HANDLER WAISTBAG

A practical waist bag in strong, water-repellent venture material. Waist 
strap adjustable at both sides, and a padded mesh lining against the back 
to keep you cool. Two-way zipper, exterior mesh pocket, large, spacious 
compartment, and a zippered inside pocket for money, keys and cards. 
Clip-buckle at the waist for ease of use. Several D rings.

3487G | One Size

VENTURE CHAIR PACK 35L

A stable chair pack in venture material; a strong, quiet, water-repellent 
material. Seating cushion with heat insulation. The frame is textile protected 
to reduce gun-knocking sounds. The seat acts as a carrying frame when 
not in use and is locked with a Velcro tag. Double flask compartment and 
built-in whistle. Will carry everything you need and keeps the contents dry.

3489G | One Size

VENTURE DUFFLE BAG MEDIUM 50L

A spacious or very spacious bag, ideal for a hunting weekend. Laminated 
with venture, a strong, water-repellent material. Compression straps for 
size flexibility. If you need both hands free, the bag easily converts into 
a comfortable backpack with padded shoulder straps. Also a standard 
shoulder strap, sturdy carry handles and a two-way zipper. Double 
exterior pockets and three inside pockets for secure storage of keys and 
other small items.
 

3486G | One Size

The rule is, pack things that are 
light and right. Browse among our 
range for all kinds of packing.
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BOOT BAG W VENTILATION 35CM

Now you can keep dirty boots out of the way. The perfect bag to store 
your boots in on longer travels, or indeed on short outings. Smart zippered 
inside pocket for socks, and ventilation in the sides. Waterproof bottom.

3482G | One Size

VENTURE AIRBORN TROLLEY 80L

A trolley bag with plenty of space for those long hunting weekends. Strong, water-repellent venture material, large, 
off-road wheels and a telescopic handle. Removable divider and tension straps make sure to keep clean clothes 
and dirty boots apart. Two large, zippered mesh pockets on the inside of the lid. Stable edges to keep the shape 
and protect your gear. A smart exterior pocket for tickets and passport, and another one at the bottom for standing 
your gun. Straps all round keep it in place. Reinforcement all around the bottom.

3488G | One Size

BOOT BAG HIGH W VENTILATION 50CM

Now you can keep dirty boots and wellingtons out of the way. The perfect 
bag to store your boots or wellingtons in on longer travels, or indeed on 
short outings. Smart zippered inside pocket for socks, and ventilation in the 
sides. Waterproof bottom.

3483G | One Size
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GAITER

Our gaiters are the perfect complement to our boots. They prevent litter 
or snow getting into the boots, and also protect the bottom of the trousers 
against scrubby terrain.

1220G | One Size

SUSPENDERS 40MM C/S

Stylish classic suspenders including loops for buttons.

2480B | One Size

SUSPENDERS 50MM C/S

Fine, sturdy, wide suspenders where you can swap between button or clip 
fastening. Available in orange, green, brown or beige.

2482G | One Size

RAINBOW BELT 135CM

A simple, stylish belt with the Chevalier logo on the buckle. Can also be 
used as a bottle-opener.

2478G | One Size

BELT LEATHER

A strong leather belt that only improves with age.

2471B | 85/95/105/115
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SYMPATEX® ALLWEATHER
The unique elastic membrane is 100% windproof, 100% waterproof and has 
extremely high breathability. Guarantees protection in any conditions. Allweather 
is suitable for most weather situations. We use this membrane in our waterproof 
boots.

WINDBLOCKER
Our own windproofing solution, based on the Windblocker membrane often in 
combination with warm, cosy fleece fabric. The combination produces very good 
wind and heat insulation. 

CHEVAPRO+
Twisted cotton and polyester threads to get a meterial that has the softness of 
cotton and the strength of polyester. This is what we call Chevapro Plus.

CHEVAPRO SOFT
Cotton and Nylon mixed in a tight woven fabric with excellent durability with 
good ventilation ability. Quick Dry. Slightly brushed surfacetogether with the 
construction makes the garment very silent. 200 gsm. FC free DWR treatment 
for water repellency.

CHEVAPRO WAX
 65% Polyester 35% Cotton Polyester and cotton mixed in tight woven fabric for 
good durability and good ventilation ability. Quick Dry. Slightly brushed surface. 
280 gsm. FC free waxed DWR treatment. 

DUPONT 
ComfortMax™ Classic has 4-5 times more fiberfill layers than other insulation. 
Each single fiberfill layer is only 5-10g/sqm and this true multi-layer 
structure is the secret of superior performance. Exellent warmth, lightweight 
and durability.

 
Thinsulate™
A high-tech thermal insulation material by 3M offering extremely good insulation. 
Thinsulate is a thin, supple synthetic fabric held together by a film on both sides. 
We use Thinsulate in our gloves, for example.
 

COOLMAX®

Coolmax® is a high-tech fabric developed to keep you warm and increase your 
comfort. Coolmax® fabrics are made from specially treated polyester fibre with a 
unique surface construction. These  four or six-channel fibres wick moisture away 
from the skin through  the outer layers of the fabric. The moisture dries quicker 
there  than in any other fabric, thereby regulating body temperature through 
condensation cooling.
 
PRIMALOFT®

We use Primaloft® insulation in several of our insulating garments for its warmth, 
compressibility and soft comfort, for instance in our X-warm series. While the 
human body uses energy to maintain heat, Primaloft® insulation uses a patented 
microfiber structure to help the body retain heat and save energy. Even a thin 
Primaloft® layer provides high insulation. Primaloft® has a range of different 
products to meet specific needs.
 
KEVLAR®

DuPont™ Kevlar®. With five times the strength of steel based on 
an equal weight basis, it’s the go-to fiber for protective apparel and accessories. 
DuPont™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de 
Nemours and Company.
 
SYMBOLS

GORE-TEX®

Gore-Tex® is a thin membrane with millions of microscopic pores. The 
pores are small enough not to let damp or water in from the outside, 
but big enough to release condensation from the inside.

Gore-Tex® lined garments offer two main benefits: they keep you
warm and dry in all kinds of weather. Sweat which evaporates –
sweating is the body’s own way of lowering the temperature when 
you’re working hard – is transported away out into the air. This
minimises the chilling, and in harsh conditions life-threatening,
condensation process which always accompanies repeated chilling 
condensation and vaporisation. 

We use Gore-Tex® for several reasons:
1. Waterproofness. Gore-Tex® is significantly more waterproof than any 
other waterproof/breathable material.

2. Breathability comfort and durability. The Gore-Tex® membrane has 
high breathability. The waterproofness and breathability last the entire 
life of the garment.

3. Material and construction tests. All materials and garments are tested 
for strength, breathability and construction. Tests include long-term 
spraying of the garment to reveal any water leakage, especially in 
vulnerable areas such as the shoulders, along zips, etc. The garments 
sometimes need to be modified and adjusted before they are approved.

4. Guarantee. Together with Gore, we guarantee that all Gore-Tex® 
garments are waterproof. Assuming, of course, normal use and wear 
and tear. If your Gore-Tex® garment should happen not to live up to its 
promises, we will exchange or repair it after inspection and testing. For 
any damage not covered by the guarantee, such as accidental tears or 
burns, help is usually available from a Gore-Tex® Service Centre..

GORE WINDSTOPPER®

Windstopper® is also a material developed by Gore. It is a completely 
windproof membrane with very high breathability comfort.Windstopper® 
in Chevalier garments has a laminated membrane between two fleece 
layers, producing a highly useful garment. You can wear it on its own 
when you need silence and maximum mobility when it’s not raining. 
Or as the ideal warming, windproof intermediate layer when the cold sets in.

CHEVALITE
Chevalite is our own wind and water barrier. The membrane consists of 
millions of microscopic pores that give the material its excellent characteristics 
– it is waterproof yet also breathable.

This is how Chevalite works:
1. Waterproof. The importance of waterproofness is easy to understand – 
you don’t want your body to get wet when it rains.

2. Ventilation. The importance of vapour release may not be as obvious. But 
just think. When you work hard, you sweat. Body heat causes the sweat to 
evaporate, forming water vapour. It is this vapour that must be quickly 
wicked away from the body and transported into the fresh air. Therefore, 
the wind and water barrier must not be impenetrable.

3. Chevalite laminated inside the outer fabric. The most effective way of 
keeping wetness out. It is only the outer fabric that can become wet. 
Wetness comes to a sudden halt at the membrane. A laminated outer fabric 
has another benefit. Pocket flaps and pockets are waterproof.

4. Chevalite Liner. Here the Chevalite membrane is attached as an interim 
lining in the garment. It functions in principle like a wind and waterproof 
barrier inside the outer fabric.

Waterproof Windproof Stationary hunting Active hunting

Fabric guide and symbols.
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Size chart

SIZE EQUIVALENTS, MEN’S & UNISEX SIZES

Size XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

Men approx. 44 46 48–50 52 54–56 58 60–62

Chest cm 86 92 98 104 110 116 122

Collar cm 36–37 38–39 40–41 42–43 44–45 46–47 48–49

MEN C (BODY DIMENSIONS) – NORMAL LENGTH, NORMAL WIDTH
Size 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Chest cm 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120

Waist cm 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114

Inseam cm 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

MEN C (BODY DIMENSIONS) – TALL, NORMAL
Size 146 148 150 152 154 156 158

Waist cm 80 84 88 92 97 102 108

Inseam cm 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

MEN D (BODY DIMENSIONS) – SHORT, WIDE
Size D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120

Waist cm 84 88 92 97 102 108 114

Inseam cm 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

SIZE EQUIVALENTS, LADIES’ SIZES
Size S M L XL

Ladies 
approx.

34–36 38–40 42 44

Bust cm 80–84 88–92 96–100 104

LADIES C (BODY DIMENSIONS) – NORMAL LENGTH, NORMAL WIDTH
Size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Waist cm 66 69 72 76 80 84 88

Inseam cm 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

LADIES C (BODY DIMENSIONS) – TALL, NORMAL WIDTH
Size 136 138 140 142

Waist cm 69 72 76 80

Inseam cm 83 84 85 86

HEADWEAR
cm 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

Inches 6 7/8 7 7 1/8 7 1/4 7 3/8 7 1/2 7 5/8

We reserve the right to make changes in the catalogue as a whole.

CHEVALIER AB KONSTRUKTIONSVÄGEN 3, 435 33, MÖLNLYCKE+46 31 706 12 60 EMAIL CHEVALIER@CHEVALIER.SE WEBSITE WWW.CHEVALIER.SE

NORWAY ROBIN LEANDERSSON KONSTRUKTIONSVÄGEN 3, 435 33, MÖLNLYCKE, SWEDEN TEL +46 768 44 28 74 EMAIL ROBIN.LEANDERSSON@CHEVALIER.SE  WEBSITE WWW.CHEVALIER.SE 

 

DENMARK HG AGENCIES NYBROVEJ 129, 2800 KGS. LYNGBY TEL +45 20 15 97 34 FAX +45 36 16 50 28 EMAIL HG.AGENCIES@BUSINESS.TELE.DK

FINLAND ICEFOX OUTDOOR OY PIISPANTILANKUJA 4, 02240 ESPOO TEL +358 50 424 3747 EMAIL JANNE@ICEFOXOUTDOOR.FI WEBSITE WWW.CHEVALIER.FI

ICELAND HLAD EHF. BILDSHÖFDA 12, 110 REYKJAVIK TEL +354 5675333 FAX +354 567 5313 EMAIL HLAD@HLAD.IS WEBSITE WWW.HLAD.IS

RUSSIA ATTACHE LTD 191123, S-PETERSBURG CHAIKOVSKOGO 31 TEL +7 812 719 86 05 & +7 812 719 83 73 FAX +7 812 272 46 76 EMAIL INFO@PREMIUMGUN.RU WEBSITE WWW.PREMIUMGUN.RU

BELARUS HUNTWAY LLC PUSHKINA 43 A, MINSK 220082, +375 17 2169661 EMAIL MAIL@ZAPAL.BY WEBSITE WWW.ZAPAL.BY

ITALY DIAMANT SRL VIA DEGLI SCAVI 39, 47122 FORLI TEL +39 05 43 72 51 00 FAX +39 05 43 72 55 29 EMAIL BUSINESS@DIAMANT-SRL.IT WEBSITE WWW.DIAMANT-SRL.IT

CZECH REPUBLIC BOHEMIALOV S.R.O ŠULTYSOVA 166, 284 01 KUTNÁ HORA TEL +420 327 516 516 EMAIL INFO@BOHEMIALOV.CZ WEBSITE WWW.BOHEMIALOV.CZ

ANDORRA SAFARI-MASTER C./BONA-VENTURA ARMENGOL, 13, 500 ANDORRA LA VELLA, (PRINCIPAT D ÁNDORRA) TEL +376 82 42 62 FAX +376 86 31 18 EMAIL SMASTERJOSE@SAFARIMASTER.COM 

WEBSITE WWW.SAFARI-MASTER.COM

ESTONIA, MS AUTO OÜ, EVAR KASK, PÄRNU MNT 48, 10119  TALLIN TEL +372 6463396 EMAIL: INFO@MATKATARBED.EE WEBSITE WWW.MATKATARBED.EE

HUNGARY DOMOKOS HUNTING SUPPLIES DOMOKOS VADÁSZBOLTOK, DÓZSA GYÖRGY U. 26., 2335 TAKSONY TEL +36 24 487 088 EMAIL DOMOKOSKFT@GMAIL.COM

LITHUANIA UAB OKSALIS KALVARIJU 21/17, 09309 VILNIUS TEL +370 5 271 58 85 FAX +370 5 271 58 84 EMAIL INFO@OKSALIS.LT WEBSITE WWW.OKSALIS.LT

LATVIA, GMB LTD HUBERTUS, INGA BINATE, RIGA STREET 208,  5202 JEKABPILS TEL +371 65233452 EMAIL GMB@APOLLO.LV  WEBSITE WWW.HUBERTS.LV

POLAND HAFEX SKLEP MYSLIWSKI PETER HAFELE, UL.WSCHODNIA 25, 45-449 OPOLE TEL +48 774 56 87 95 EMAIL HAFEX@INTERIA.PL WEBSITE WWW.HAFEX.PL

SLOVAKIA ARTEMIS UL.JÓKAIHO C. 21, 945 01 KOMÁRNO TEL +421 35 7 71 32 39 FAX +421 357 71 32 39 EMAIL INFO@ARTEMIS.SK WEBSITE WWW.ARTEMIS.SK

UKRAINE EUROPA ARM SPORT LTD 7 BOULEVARD DRUZBY NARODOV, OFF. 106, 01042 KIEV-42 TEL +380 044 529 95 22 FAX +380 044 529 70 40 EMAIL OFFICE@IBIS-ARM.KIEV.UA, VALYA@IBIS-ARM.

KIEV.UA WEBSITE WWW.IBIS.NET.UA

BULGARIA BARETA TRADING LTD. 51, G.M. DIMITROV BLVD., SOFIA 1797 TEL +359 29 76 60 20 FAX +359 29 71 02 14 EMAIL BERETABG@BERETAGUNS.COM

SWITZERLAND RAFCO GMBH, MICHAEL RAFFL INNERDORF 57, 7493 SCHMITTEN TEL +4179 866 63 61 EMAIL INFO@RAFCO.CH WEBSITE WWW.RAFCO.CH

SLOVENIA PUSKARSTVO SPENDAL D.O.O GRAMOZNA POT 9, 1000 LJUBLJANA TEL +38 61 5463212 FAX +38 61 5463213 EMAIL PUSKARSTVO@SIOL.NET  WEBSITE WWW.GUNS-SPENDAL.SI

GERMANY CHEVALIER AB, HUBERTUS KNIGGE, AM GUT 1, 30898  GEHRDEN  TEL +49 163 596 5660 EMAIL HUBERTUS.KNIGGE@CHEVALIER.SE  WEBSITE WWW.CHEVALIER.SE 

GREECE SONS A KALKANTZAKOS O.E ATHINAS 63, 10552 ATHENS TEL +30 210 324 33 69 FAX +30 210 322 62 42 EMAIL ADONIS@KALKANTZAKOS.COM WEBSITE WWW.KALKANTZAKOS.COM

CYPRUS REAL GAME (HUNTING & OUTDOOR) LTD 74C ARCH. MAKARIOU 3 AVENUE, 2223 LATSIA, NICOSIA TEL +357 22028227 FAX +357 22028228 EMAIL REALGAME@CABLENET.COM.CY

BENELUX JEROEN PETERS AGENCIES, JEROEN PETERS EEKMOLEN 33, 8608 WP SNEEK, NETHERLANDS TEL +31 515 439928 FAX +31 515 439682 EMAIL JEROENPETERSAGENCIES@GMAIL.COM WEBSITE 

WWW.JEROENPETERSAGENCIES.COM

CENTRAL ENGLAND + WALES GEORGINA BOWMAN TEL +44 774 818 7330 EMAIL GEORGINA@CHEVALIER.SE  THE NORTH OF ENGLAND DONALD AITKEN  TEL +447967291216  DONALD@CHEVALIER.SE 

SCOTLAND LLBDS LTD, DONALD AITKEN  TEL +447967291216  EMAIL DONALD@CHEVALIER.SE

Importers and Distributors.

PHOTO MATS LIND/ PEPPE LARSSON/ ERIK OLSSON/ BERSA
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